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ABSTRACT

In this paper, the principle of a general procedure for

modelling complex ecological systems, i.e. the Adaptive Superposition

Procedure (ASP) is shortly stated. The result of application of ASP

in a national project for ecological regionaliz&tion is also described.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the study of mathematical ecology and its applications, the

modelling of a complex ecological system for analysis and optimization is,

of course, of fundamental importance. However, because of the complexity

and lack of exact knowledge about the mechanisms and/or dynamics, it is usually

quite difficult to model an ecological system so satisfactorily as in the case

of physical or engineering sciences. This problem is especially serious if a

practically good (not only theoretically beautiful) model is needed in practice.

The well-known Lotka-Volterra equation for predator-prey competition is simple

in mathematical form and has been studied thoroughly in mathematics. Although

we already have some interesting qualitative results obtained from such an

equation, it is, however, of little use for any satisfactory numerical prediction

In practice.

In recent years, with the increase of practical needs in the quantitative

study of ecological sciences, environmental analysis, urban dynamics,

regionalization problem and the problem of "how to cope with the practical

needs for satisfactory precision" is becoming more and more important for many

scientific fields.

In this paper, the author will, on the basis of his experience in the

study of some special ecological systems, propose a general procedure for

modelling complex ecological systems, (To differentiate it from its meaning in

a narrowed sense, we do not use the common term "ecosystem".)

2. THE MATHEMATICAL PROPERTIES OF COMPLEX ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS

To make the following discussion simpler to understand, we should,

at first, give a brief summary of the most important properties of complex

ecological systems from a mathematical point of view. These properties are:

PI The number of variables and parameters involved is usually very large.

In many cases, this number cannot be exactly ascertained by available

knowledge and information.

P2 These variables can often be classified into groups according to their

physical meaning, or can be organized into a hierarchical scheme according to

their positions in the conception system.

P3 The relations between these variables, in most cases, are not clear

enough to be expressed in a deterministic form. These relations are often

statistical, fuzzy or simply, unknown.
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P4 For a complex ecological system located in an extended space region,

it can usually be taken for a time-dependent vector field with a number of

singularities.

PS For some local variables or for a system restricted in a small space

region, we can use a lumped-parameter model to describe the related dynamical

behaviour.

3. ABOUT THE DATA AND INFORMATION FOR MODELLING

For modelling a special complex ecological system, vie may, in most

cases, have some partial (incomplete) data and/or information of this system

from different sources. At the present stage, many original data have already

been accumulated in many important fields (i.e., ecology, environment analysis,

economics, etc.) and quite a number of satisfactory small models (submodels)

has been constructed for various limited cases. These submodels are often

precise enough for practical use. The modelling of an overall large-scale

complex ecological system is, in fact, the generalization (extension or

continuation) of these submodels. We should, therefore, make full use of

these available condensed information to simplify the tedious and overelaborate

procedure of modelling a large scale system. To this end, a well-designed

data base and a submodel base should be prepared in advance for occasional use.

As these data and submodels are obtained from different sources, there might be

some inconsistencies or even contradictions between them. In the ASP, this

problem is to sol\«d by adjustment and rational compromise as described below.

4. THE ADAPTIVE SUPERPOSITION PROCEDURE (ASP)

The fundamental principle of ASP is to make full use of available

information (data and submodels) to simplify the modelling procedure and to

make the finally obtained overall model satisfactory enough for practical

use. The key-points of ASP are:

1. The choice of a suitable form for the overall model for the complex

ecological system under consideration.

2. The formulation of a sequence of criteria for the adjustment of the

overall model.

3. The adjustment of the overall model to make it fit the available sub-

models and data as precisely as possible.

4. The readjustment of the overall model, if it is not satisfactory enough

when more information should be taken into account.
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s1.s2,...sN

Let S be the complex ecological system under consideration.

are N subsystems of S, S^ c S. Every Si has a satisfactory

model M. obtained when S. was studied in the isolated state, i - 1,2,...N.

The set B » {MJ.MJ,...H^} is just the submodel base for further use, where

the models may be of any mathematically manageable form (e.g., differential

equations, algorithms, etc.). The set D » { dp d2 ^H^' t h e a v a * l a b l e data

base, is the set of the observed data of the overall system S, where d.'s

(i - 1,2,...,H) are generally of vector form. If possible, the Mi's in

B and the d.'s in D should be arranged in order of decreasing importance

for practical use or decreasing priorities in some practical consideration.

For the indispensable flexibility in making a final choice, an ordered set of

acceptable criteria C = {C^,C-,...,C^} should be designed in advance. The

criteria are arranged in the order of decreasing strictness, i.e., if an

M satisfies a criterion

.. = C,

C. in C it will satisfy C.

for

overall model

naturally, C. - •*,- - .., - v,, .

The principal steps of ASP to obtain an acceptable overall model M

S are concisely presented as follows.

Step 1 On the basis of B, by considering the forms of those available submodels

M ,'s, construct a formal expression M* for the expected overall system S.

In the expression of M*, there should be a sufficient number of undetermined

elements (e.g., coefficients, orders, etc.) left for further adjustment. If it

is possible, the form of M* should be chosen so that the expression of it

is the simplest and natural generalization of most (or all) M.'s.

Step 2 Define a measure A. « A.(M*;{H,} ) for the inconsistency between the

overall model M* and a set {M
1)r °f submodels,

N.
,...,M. },

i . , i - , , . . . i
Jr l ij"

Design an algorithm A, for computing ^t-^ r

Step 3 Define a measure i 2 » i2(M*;{d.}p) for the inconsistency between the

overall model M* and a set {dj>_, of observed data of S,

{ < V P {d ,d ,...d }, 1 ̂ jj.jj J_ 4 K - Design an algorithm A.,

for computing L~.

Step 4 On the basis of 6j and & 2 and a suitable choice of compromise,

a synthesized measure A of the inconsistency between M*. and the complex

couple r • ({M,} ,{d.} ), the set of considered submodels and data,

4 = A(i.,i?;a), where a is an adjustable factor for making a suitable

choice of the compromise between the emphases on b, and on 6-,, e.g., we

may define A = ai1 + (1 - a)&2, where a is a weight coefficient, 0 ̂  a ̂  1.

Step 5 In the limit of computation capability, choose a suitable subset

{M,} from the submodel base B and a suitable subset {d.} from the data

base D, i.e. the numbers r and p should not be too large for computation.
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{d.} , construct a
J P

Step 6 On the basis of the above chosen {M,} and
* a * r

formal model H. for the system S, • S. U S . U S . .
1 1 4 H r A

Step 7 By minimizing the inconsistency index L, corresponding to S,, i.e.,
* 1

the inconsistency betwen H, and the complex couple T « ({M,} , {d,} ), we
l t, i r j p

may determine the undetermined factors in M, and obtain an intermediate model
* i

H. without any undetermined factor contained in it. If {H.} is already
the whole B, go to Step 9. Otherwise, go to Step 8.Substitute the subset {M, ,M, H, }

1 2 *r
obtained in Step 7. If B is not exhausted by

of B by a single submodel

{H ,H ,...,H }, go to

Step 5, Otherwise, go to Step 9.

Step 9 As the obtained model M, is already an overall model for the complex

ecological system S under consideration, test it by the criteria in C from

C. backwards successively. If M, can satisfy C., the strictest requirement,

we accept H, as the desired overall model for S. Stop. Otherwise, go to

Step 10.

Step 10 If C, , k >, 2 is the most strict criterion that can be satisfied by Mj,

or M. cannot satisfy even C. (the lowest requirement) at all, then go back

to Step 5, with a suitably increased number p (number of considered data) and

a suitably decreased number r (number of considered submodels) for constructing

H p where r >f 1. After carrying out Steps 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9, if the resulted Cfc

is more strict than the original one, repeat this procedure (Steps 5, 6, 7, 8

and 9) once again, return to Step 10 until r • 0 go to Step 11,

Step 11 As in the complex couple I ) the set lKi)r h a s

reduced to an empty set, the observed data is the only source of information for

modelling S, we may use any ordinary technique to obtain an overall model M

on the basis of the observed data base D. Stop.

This is the outline of ASP without relating to any concrete mathematical

details. In practical application, there might be some necessary modification

to suit the practical conditions.

As a rough illustration, we may consider the well-known prey-predator

system S. If x is the population of predator S j , y is the population

of prey S,. The simplest classical models for these two subsystems (of S),

when they are considered to be isolated with each other, are

dt
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where a and b are positive constants. The submodels ^ and M z

correspond to exponentially growth case and are satisfactory enough for, at

least, small x and y. When S : and S 2 are put together to form the

overall system S (superposition), by some empirical observed data and intuitive

inference, we may construct the famous Lotka-Volterra equation for the tentative

overall model of S

dx
dt

dt

ax + gxy

by - hxy

where g and h are undetermined positive coefficients. It is obvious that

M fit H and Mj completely, i.e., when ythe formal model j

x - 0, respectively,

0 andcan fit

M, will be naturally reduced to Mj and M 2 (submodel

of S, we can determine g andconsistency). Using the observed data set D

h to make them fit D most approximately (e.g

S, we can determine g

in least rms sense). Then,

C to test how strict awe use the criteria of a preassumed criteria set

criterion in C the M* can satisfy. If (̂  cannot satisfy the most strict

criterion C,, we may increase the number of observed data and assume a more
1 ft

complicated form for M ^ e.g.

|| = ax + gxy + wy2

, b y h x y + ^

Using this more general form of h^, we may have an improved data

consistency, and hence we can expect that this new Mĵ  could satisfy a more

strict criterion than the original one. In this way, we can finally arrive at

a satisfactory overall model M for S, i.e., M is not too complicated in

a mathematical form and can fit the observed data satisfactorily enough for

practical use.

As in most applied sciences, the choice of criteria in ASP is, to a

great extent, somewhat artificial. To formulate a reasonable synthesized

criterion for ASP, we should

1. Define a measure of the degree of inconsistency between the overall

model M and a submodel Hj. If in M, we let all state variables of all

subsystems, other than S., be equal to zero, the H will reduce to a form

M'*' corresponding to a model of the subsystem S i whose isolated model is

MM.. Then, we define a measure of difference between M and

denote this measure by ||M(i) - Mjl,

and
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Define a measure of the degree of inconsistency ^between the overall2.
model M and the observed data. If d(M) is the calculated value, from M,

of the quantity corresponding to the observed data d , the absolute value

ldj ~djI is, of course, the measure of the inconsistency of the model and

the observation for this quantity.

3'
f Define the required synthesized criterion in terms of

- Mjl and jd - d.| by a reasonable consideration of practical

requirements and an appropriate compromise.

a criterion as follows

For instance, we may define

where a., S, are weighting factors. The summations extend over all considered

submodels and observed data and E is a preassigned constant.

By minimization of the expression

factors in an assumed intermediate model and hence determine it completely.

K , we can determine the undetermined

5. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF ASP PROBLEM

The ASP is basically a special problem of approximate computation in

system analysis. Its geometrical meaning is very simple in most cases,

especially for those systems that could be considered as quasi-static, i.ev

changing slowly with time.

If we describe the behaviour of a system S in an Euclidean state

(.or phase) space R , the ASP can be stated geometrically as follows.

In an Euclidean point space R , with a Cartesian coordinate system

(Xj.x, x,J equipped in it, there are n coordinate hyperplanes EJ,E 2,...,E I

The coordinate hyperplane E^ (i = l,2...,n) can be represented by the

equations x. = x. = ... = x. = 0 where p is the dimension of E..

On each E. there is a curve K, given in advance (K corresponds to a sub-

model M^). In R^ there is a given discrete point set D « {dj.d^,... ,dH>

(each d. corresponds to an observed data of S). The problem of ASP is

to construct a space curve K in R such that

(1) the projection of K. on E, should be a "good" approximation of

the given curve K^s and
(2) K should fit the point sequence d1>d2 dH as "nearly" as possible,

according to predesigned criterion.
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If the model is a system of differential (or difference) equations,

its geometrical representation would bo a family, instead of a single one,

of curves. In this ease^the above formulation should, of course, be modified

accordingly, but the fundamental idea is still the same.

In spite of the simplicity in principle, the concrete computational

procedure of ASP is usually very tedious and full of mathematical details.

Therefore, in its application to a real complex ecological system, the ASP

must be carried out on computers.

6. APPLICATIONS OF ASP

The fundamental idea of ASP has already been used in a national research

project in China, i.e.] the Ecological Regionalization of Beijing-Tianjin region

(this region, with its total area of 34,000 km , two important big cities, various

geomorphological landscape, high diversity of natural conditions and ecological

complexity, is not only of most importance for China, but also of great

scientific interest in ecology and system theory). This project has already

been accomplished with great success and awarded by the Academia Sinica for

its contribution to the formulation of development plan [1].

In modelling the whole ecological system of Beijing-Tianjin region,

about 50 available submodels and 10 original observed data were used. All

these submodels were formulated in the form of computer programmes and all data

were preprocessed and stored in a data base, organized in a hierarchical scheme

according to their degrees of priority in consideration. The ASP was carried

out on a PE 3220 computer and some PCs. A software package has been built

up for any similar modelling problem.

The idea and computational procedure of ASP have already been

tentatively used in a study of systematic zoology in China.

7. REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS

(1) Although the ASP was firstly suggested and used in the study of large-

scale ecological systems, because of its general character, it can be used in

complex system without any difficulty in principle.

(2) Some mathematical details in applying ASP to a special system might be

more or less lengthy and tedious in computation, to overcome this difficulty,

some necessary work should be done in the improvement of algorithms, such as

the work of the author [2], completed during his visit at ICTP in 1986, and
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the work for the distributed variable case, completed by the author and his

colleagues in the recent years [3].

(3) The ASP is especially effective for the cases of ecological experiments

of laboratory scale, where the number of variables is not very large and some

physical conditions could be repeated for improving the models obtained previously.

(4) Many problems related to ASP, especially those of computational complexity,

uell-posedness and geometrical treatment, may be the sources of research problems

of approximation theory and numerical analysis.
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